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Viarco Soft Carbon pencils are very similar to charcoal instru-
ments. However, they have a very smooth lead that will allow a 
new and delightful drawing experience.

Based on the vintage Viarco packaging. 

Available in 48 / box  Item No. 500048
6 per band  Item No. 50048/6
2 per card  Item No. 50048/2
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ArtGraf Nº1 is a smooth, kneadable graphite putty that 
allows users to shape their own drawing tool based on their specific 
drawing needs.
Shape it into a large ball and create large swaths of color for larger 
drawings or mold it into a small shape for greater control.
ArtGraf Nº1 creates a wide variety of shades and color contrasts by 
applying more or less material. It can be used directly from the package 
or mixed with water.

Available in 150gr Pouch  Item No. 500150 

 
Counter Display holds 12 putty pouches.  Item No. 515AST (comes with 18 pouches)

A graphite fixative can be used, but is not essential since the ArtGraf Nº1 properties 
already contain excellent fixative characteristics.

Unused portions of the putty should be sealed when not used. The original putty texture 
can be recovered by simply adding the necessary amount of water. 

DRAWING GRAPHITE PUTTY  WATER-SOLUBLE  

To guarantee the integrity and stability of the drawing, 
Artgraf Nº1 was developed to adhere and dry quickly, allowing 
continuity of the work even when wet surfaces are used.

Keep the packaging sealed so as to maintain 
constant humidity / Add water incrementally, based on 
how malleable you desire it, or if you notice the dough shows 
signs of excessive dryness / Complete state of dryness is 
reversible only with addition of water / treat as you would clay.

How to use and recover
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Inspired by the traditional tailor's chalk, ArtGraf Tailor Shape is a 
rich pigment block designed for drawing and painting.

Extremely soft and water soluble, this set allows you 
to create a wide range of colours with both opaque 
and translucent properties.

ArtGraf Tailor Shape it's an excellent tool for drawing and painting.
  

TAILOR SHAPE  WATER-SOLUBLE  
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BLUE

Item No. 500475

RED

Item No. 500587

YELLOW

Item No. 500591

Available in:
Cork Set 6 Earth Colors  Item No. 500505
Cork Set 3 Primary Colors  Item No. 500592  

PRIMARY COLORS 
EARTH COLORS 

SANGUINE OCHRE
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Inspired by the traditional tailor's chalk, ArtGraf Tailor Shape 
is a rich pigment block designed for drawing and painting.

Extremely soft and water soluble, this set allows you to 
create a wide range of colours with both opaque and 
translucent properties.

ArtGraf Tailor Shape it's an excellent tool for drawing 
and painting.

TAILOR SHAPE  WATER-SOLUBLE  

Available in:
Cork Set 3 Primary Colors  Item No. 500592
Cork Set 3 Monochromatic  Item No.  500501
Individual PiecesWHITEBLACK CARBON GRAPHITE

MONOCHROMATIC

Item No. 500317 Item No. 500506 Item No. 500474

WATERCOLOUR GRAPHITE SET
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A versatile and portable case that includes a 20g ArtGraf watercolour 
graphite tin box, a soft watercolour stick for drawing and an Esocda 
pocket travel brush to be used with both products.

A classic and sophisticated fine art set.

Watercolour Graphite Set  Item No. 500201

5MM GRAPHITE PENCILS   WATER-SOLUBLE 
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WATER SOLUBLE

Water soluble graphite pencils  , extremely soft, extra large lead 5mm thickness for        
various features and extensive gray scale colors.

Available in boxes of 36 pencils, 
2B  Item No. 500032 
6B  Item No. 500036
2 per card  Item No. 500226



Extremely versatile the water-soluble graphite powder ArtGraf from Viarco 
gives the artist the opportunity to explore new techniques and approaches 
with one of the most ancient and conventional raw materials used in fine art.

Naturally able to do the traditional shading, but with the added advantage of 
allowing the artist to work with water before, during or after the application.

Soluble and fixative properties are incorporated into the powder formulation,  
providing and endless array of greyscale colors from transparent to opaque 
simply by controlling the ratio of water and graphite.

The powder can be also mixed with other water-based painting materials, 
giving freedom to create new colours, tones and unique textures.

GRAPHITE POWDER  WATER-SOLUBLE 

Available in 100gr bag  Item No. 500946
250gr bag  Item No. 500947
Display holds 8 /100gr and 6 / 250gr bags  Item No. 509AST 
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Viarco’s ArtGraf watercolour graphite offer artists unique and interesting graphic 
possibilities with wide array of graphite greys that range from deep blacks to more 
subtle, brighter and transparent ones.
Wet the brush directly on the product to control the amount of water and create the 
desired shade.

Available in 20gr tin  Item No. 500020
Carded 20gr tin  Item No. 500220
60 gr tin  Item No. 50060

WATERCOLOUR GRAPHITE  TIN 20GR/60GR 
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12 pieces of 20G

4 pieces of 60G
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ArtGraf Soft Stick is a practical graphite bar (9cm length), quite smooth 
and water soluble. 
With ArtGraf Soft Stick the artist can achieve a large array of graphite greys 
and subtle hues.

WATERCOLOUR GRAPHITE  STICK 

Available10  Sticks Per Box  Item No. 500100
and 2 sticks per card  Item No. 500102
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Extra-large hand made water soluble graphite stick (250gr) developed by Viarco 
for large artistic projects.
Draw and then use water to create shadows or added detail.
ArtGraf XL allows the artist to express themselves on a larger format and consider 
new frontiers in creativity.

HANDMADE WATER-SOLUBLE GRAPHITE  XL STICK 
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          Available in corrugated cardboard box  Item No. 500250

Refill Box
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Viarco Soft Carbon pencils are very similar to charcoal 
instruments. However, they have a very smooth lead that will 
allow a new and delightful drawing experience.

Based on the vintage Viarco packaging. 

Available in 48 / box  Item No. 500048
6 per band  Item No. 50048/6
2 per card  Item No. 50048/2

WATERCOLOUR GRAPHITE SET
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A versatile and portable case that includes a 20g ArtGraf watercolour 
graphite tin box, a soft watercolour stick for drawing and an Esocda 
pocket travel brush to be used with both products.

A classic and sophisticated fine art set.

Watercolour Graphite Set  Item No. 500201
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Water soluble graphite pencils  , extremely soft, extra large lead 5mm thickness for        
various features and extensive gray scale colors.

Available in boxes of 36 pencils, 
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2 per card  Item No. 500226
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